ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Data mining is the process of extracting patterns from data. It is becoming an increasingly important tool for transforming data into information. However, with the rapid development of data mining technologies, preserving data privacy poses an increasing challenge to data mining applications in many fields (Cavoukian, 1998; Tavani, 1999) . Many people fear that their private information will be misused and believe that privacy protection is important (Clayton, 2003; Cranor, Reagle, & Ackerman, 1999; Hall, & Rich, 2000) . In addition to social pressures, legal mechanisms exist to protect data privacy. For example, in the U.S., to comply with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), individuals and organizations cannot reveal their medical data for public use without a privacy protection guarantee. To solve this problem, privacy-preserving data mining (PPDM) methods have been studied (Bertino, Fovino, & Provenza, 2005; Verykios, Bertino, Fovino, Provenza, Saygin, & Theodoridis, 2004) . Now, PPDM technology, which can perform data mining without accessing the details of the original data, is becoming an increasingly important issue in data mining research.
In the past decade, many PPDM methods have been developed. They can be divided into two main categories, namely, methods based on data perturbation (Agrawal, & Srikant, 2000; Fung, Wang, & Yu, 2007; Liu, Kantarcioglu, & Thuraisingham, 2008; Kisilevich, Rokach, Elovici, & Shapira, 2010) and methods based on secure multi-party computation (SMC) (Emekci, Sahin, Agrawal, & Abbadi, 2007; Lindell, & Pinkas, 2002; Pinkas 2002) . In the first category of methods, original data are not open, and users can only access perturbed data. Data mining is conducted on perturbed data to extract patterns from the original data. The second category of methods is often used for distributed databases. These methods assume that there are multiple nodes, each of which has only a portion of the global data set. These nodes aim to carry out data mining on the global data set, but each node does not allow the other nodes to know its data. In these methods, all of the nodes exchange the information required by the mining algorithm through protocols based on SMC. These protocols allow information to be exchanged privately, without allowing any node to directly obtain data from other nodes.
One important type of the first category is the PPDM method based on singular value decomposition (SVD) (Wang, Zhang, Xu, & Zhong, 2008; Xu, Zhang, Han, & Wang, 2006) . SVD-based methods use the basic concept that the data mining and the privacy breaches require different kinds of information. Data mining only wants to derive patterns from the data, so it mainly needs general trends of data. Privacy breaches want to get the specific values of private data, thereby requiring the detailed Data Science Journal, Volume 9,16 February 2011 information of data. If only the general trends of data, which is the important information for data mining, is preserved, data mining can still be completed while also protecting privacy. The SVD-based methods perturb data using this idea. They arrange samples into a matrix, use SVD to analyze data and to identify unimportant information for data mining, and remove the unimportant information to perturb data. SVD-based methods take two main forms. One is the basic SVD-based method, or BSVD method, and the other is the sparsified SVD-based method, or SSVD method. After SVD, every sample is turned into a sum of multiple components. The BSVD method perturbs data by removing the components corresponding to lower singular values. The SSVD method has two steps. In the first step, it uses the BSVD method to perturb data. In the second step, it implements additional perturbation of the modified data generated by the BSVD method from the first step. The SSVD method is an improvement over the BSVD method. It performs better at preserving privacy than the BSVD method and also maintains data utility.
Independent component analysis (ICA) is a data analysis method that is different from SVD. ICA and SVD analyze data from different perspectives, thereby revealing different data characteristics and identifying different unimportant information for data mining. Using SVD to analyze data is essentially equivalent to implementing principal component analysis (PCA) (Liang, Lee, Lim, Lin, Lee, & Wu, 2002; Lipovetsky, 2009; Wu, Liang, Sun, Zhou, & Lu, 2004) , which considers second-order statistics; whereas ICA exploits higher-order statistics (Zhang, & Chan, 2006) . If both SVD and ICA are used, we can extract unimportant information for data mining more comprehensively.
Based on this idea, this paper presents a PPDM method using both SVD and ICA. Our method follows the SSVD method's framework and also has two steps. First, we perturb data using the BSVD method. Then, we implements additional perturbation by using ICA. Experiments show that our method maintains good data utility and better preserves privacy than SVD-based methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related work. Section 3 presents our algorithm. Section 4 shows the experimental results, and Section 5 is a conclusion.
RELATED WORK

PPDM methods based on SVD
Let A be a matrix with dimensions n×m representing the original data. The rows of A correspond to data objects while the columns correspond to the attributes. The full SVD of A is in Eq. (1), where U is an n×n orthonormal matrix. S is an n×m diagonal matrix, where the number of nonzero diagonal entries is Rank(A), and all nonzero diagonal entries are in descending order. V T is an m×m orthonormal matrix. Rank(A) is the rank of A.
In the BSVD method, there is a parameter k such that 0≤k≤Rank(A). The perturbed data A k is defined in Eq. (2). In Eq. (2), U k is an n×k matrix that contains the first k columns of U. S k is a k×k diagonal matrix that contains the largest k nonzero diagonal entries of S. V k T is a k×m matrix that contains the first k rows of V T . Larger values of k result in better data utility but worse privacy protection.
In the SSVD method, there are two parameters, k and d, where 0≤k≤Rank(A) and d>0. Its perturbed data k A is defined in Eq. (3).
In Eq. 
ICA
ICA is a linear transformation that translates data into a sum of independent components. This paper uses noiseless ICA and assumes that observation signals and source signals have the same number. That means that after implementing ICA, the n×m original data matrix A is BW, as in Eq. (4). B is an n×m matrix representing ICA coefficients. Every column of B has an independent distribution. W is an m×m mixing matrix. Prior to implementing ICA, the data should be centered and whitened (Chen, 2007; Hyvarinen, Karhunen, & Oja, 2001) .
ICA coefficients can be considered sparse coding of the original data. In sparse coding, the elements with larger abstract values contain more important information. The elements with lower abstract values are less important and are thus often identified as noise (Hyvarinen, Karhunen, & Oja, 2001 ). In our method, we adopt this assumption. We consider the elements in B with large abstract values to represent general trends of data and contain important information for data mining and the elements in B with small abstract values not important for data mining.
THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Our new method takes the same framework as the SSVD method. It has two parameters, k and d, and has two steps. In the first step, the BSVD method with parameter k is used to perturb data. Then, we implement ICA on the perturbed data from the first step and set the ICA coefficients that have abstract values less than d be zero. The details on our algorithm are shown in Figure 1 . Prior to implementing ICA, the data should be centered and whitened (Chen, 2007; Hyvarinen, Karhunen, & Oja, 2001) .
The experiments showed that our method performs better in preserving privacy than the SSVD method while also maintaining data utility. This is because the unimportant information for data mining extracted by SVD is enriched in the components with lower singular values. In the SSVD method, after removing these components, data are still perturbed by using the result from SVD. Usually at this time, there is not a substantial amount of unimportant information that is still preserved. So, there is not much room for the SSVD method to improve on the BSVD method. In our new method, after removing these components with lower singular values, ICA is implemented to analyze data to find additional unimportant information for data mining. Thus, our method has more room to improve on the BSVD method than the SSVD method.
The PPDM algorithm based on SVD and ICA Input: Original data A, which is an n×m matrix, and parameters k and d. The rows of A correspond to data objects, and the columns correspond to attributes.
, as in the BSVD method. Calculate the objects' average c = (A k (1,:) + A k (2,:) +…+ A k (n,:))/n. C is a matrix in which every row is c.
where Q is a diagonal matrix and P is an orthonormal matrix. In Q, all diagonal entries are in descending order of there abstract values.
Let r equal to the rank of Q. Q r is the diagonal submatrix of Q containing all the nonzero diagonal entries. P r is the matrix containing the first r columns of P. 
EXPERIMENTS
Utility measures
The data utility measures assess the performance of data mining techniques on a data set after data distortion (e.g., whether the data mining techniques can maintain accuracy on distorted data). To measure data utility, this paper uses three types of classifiers: the j48 decision tree in the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) (Witten, & Frank, 2005) , the nearest neighbour classifier, and the Support Vector Machine (SVM). We assume that the classification accuracy of classifiers trained on the perturbed data and the original data are R p and R o and then define r = (R o -R p )/R o . Obviously, smaller values of r show better utility. Assuming r j , r k , and r s are the respective r values for the j48 decision tree, the nearest neighbour classifier, and the SVM, we use max(r) = max{ r j , r k , r s } as the utility measure. In this paper, if max(r) ≤ 0.02, then we deem that the data utility was maintained.
Privacy measures
The privacy measures assess whether the PPDM algorithm protects privacy. We use the privacy measures that are often used by the matrix decomposition-based PPDM methods (Wang, Zhang, Xu, & Zhong, 2008; Xu, Zhang, Han, & Wang, 2006 
To summarize, VD is the relative value difference in the Frobenius norm. RP, RK, CP, and CK all measure the rank difference of data elements. Simply put, if privacy is protected better, VD, RP, and CP will have larger values, and RK and CK will have smaller values.
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Databases
Two real-life databases were used in the experiments: the original Breast Cancer Wisconsin Data Set (WBC) and the Pima Indians Diabetes Data Set (PID). They are both from the University of California at Irvine's Machine Learning Repository (Frank & Asuncion 2010; Mangasarian & Wolberg, 1990) . The WBC database has 9 attributes and 699 samples. There are 16 samples that have missing values, and there are some repeated samples. We used only complete samples and deleted the repeated samples. As a result, there were 449 usable samples in the WBC database. The PID database has 8 attributes and 768 samples. In our experiments, for both databases, 20% of the samples were selected randomly as testing samples, and the other 80% of the samples were used as training samples.
Experimental results
All the experiments were repeated 50 times and averaged to obtain our experimental data. We used the BSVD method, the SSVD method, and our proposed approach to perturb data. These methods' parameter values were selected by experiments to guarantee data utility and optimize privacy measures. Then, we compared different perturbation methods by comparing the privacy measures of databases perturbed by those methods with their appropriate parameter values. Figure 2 shows the data utility measures for the BSVD method with different k values. In this experiment, the smallest value of k was one, and the largest value of k was equal to the number of attributes of original data. The parameter k increased by steps of one. As we previously showed, larger values of k result in better data utility but worse privacy protection, so k should be as large as possible while maintaining data utility. In Figure 2 , it can be seen that the appropriate value of k is seven for WBC and six for PID in the BSVD method. The SSVD method and our new method have the same framework. They both have two parameters, k and d, and have two steps. In the first step, they use the BSVD method with the parameter k to perturb data. In the second step, they implement additional perturbation with parameter d on the modified data generated by the BSVD method from the first step. We used a greedy strategy to select the appropriate parameter values for them. We let the value of k in them both be equal to the appropriate value of k in the BSVD method to maximize the perturbation in its first step while maintaining data utility. Then we selected the largest possible value of d to guarantee data utility. Figures 3 and 4 show the utility measures for databases perturbed by the SSVD method and our new method with the appropriate value of k and different values of d. In these experiments, the parameter d was decided by another parameter e, which is the rate at which elements tended toward zero. Larger values of e correspond to larger values of d. In these experiments, the smallest value of e was 0.05, and the largest value of e was 0.95.
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The parameter e was increased by steps of 0.05. In Figures 3 and 4 , it can be seen that e should be 0.45 for the WBC and should be 0.15 for the PID in the SSVD method; and e should be 0.75 for the WBC and should be 0.8 for the PID in our new method. It is interesting to see what happens if only ICA is applied in order for perturbation, which is equivalent to using our new method and letting the parameter k be equal to the number of attributes of original data. Figure 5 shows the utility measures for databases perturbed using only ICA with different values of d. And d was also decided by e. e was from 0.05 to 0.95 and increased by steps of 0.05. In Figure 5 , it can be seen that e should be 0.6 for the WBC and should be 0.8 for the PID. Table 1 shows the privacy measures for our new method and the SVD-based methods with the parameter values selected in the above experiments. As shown previously, these parameter values can maintain data utility and optimize privacy measures. In Table 1 , it can be found that our new method, which uses both ICA and SVD, can perform better for privacy protection than the SVD-based methods and the method using only ICA. This experimental result confirmed our point of view that SVD and ICA can find different unimportant information for data mining, so when using both SVD and ICA as in our new method, we can extract more unimportant information for data mining and so can protect privacy better than using only the SVD or ICA.
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CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a new PPDM method based on both SVD and ICA. The basic idea behind this method comes from the SVD-based PPDM methods, which protect privacy by constructing a perturbed data set to replace the original data. The SVD-based methods analyze data using SVD, thereby finding and retaining only important information for data mining; data perturbation is achieved by removing unimportant information. ICA is a data analysis method different from SVD. ICA and SVD analyze data from different perspectives and identify different kinds of important information for data mining.
Our new method uses both SVD and ICA to analyze data, so that more unimportant information for data mining will be found. And so our method can perform better than methods only using SVD or ICA, which was confirmed by experiments in this paper.
Our algorithm has two steps. In the first step, SVD is implemented, and the components corresponding to lower singular values are deleted. Then, ICA is implemented, and the ICA coefficients that have lower abstract values will become zero. Using experiments, we demonstrate that while maintaining data utility, our new method can protect privacy better than the methods using only SVD or ICA. 
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